At Intraspex Technologies, we believe that the best way to produce reliable systems is to maximize reliability at each step of the process with a “design for reliability” approach. Our non-destructive tests allow for working on a single component, so that other techniques can be used afterwards.

Quality Control services in Failure Analysis & Reliability tests for:
- Standard components & assemblies
- Three-dimensional components & assemblies

We are committed to carry out and complete your analyses within one week & to foresee the applicability of our approach without a first evaluation step in 90% of cases.

Magnetic Field Imaging for localization of Shorts, Leakages and Opens

Intraspex Technologies is the European representative of Neocera, world leader for magnetic based localization techniques. The Magma EFI is capable of localizing shorts, leakages and opens all in one tool!

- Backside probing stage
- User Friendly interface
- Joystick control panel
- Remote use of the system with internal cameras
- In house maintenance possible